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Abstract
Metaphor is a multi-stage programming language extension to an imperative, object-oriented language in the style of C# or Java.
This paper discusses some issues we faced when applying multi-stage language design concepts to an imperative base language
and run-time environment. The issues range from dealing with pervasive references and open code to garbage collection and
implementing cross-stage persistence.
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1. Introduction
Multi-stage languages [19,20] are programming languages that have been extended with constructs to enable the
generation of code at run-time. In a multi-stage language, a program – referred to as a meta-program – generates the
code for another program – the object-program – as a result of run-time computation. The language employs a static
type system that guarantees that a type-correct meta-program can only produce type-correct object-programs. Multi-
stage languages enable a style of programming that at one end encourages the programmer to build greater abstractions
while at the machine end it alleviates the typical performance cost of those abstractions through code generation.
MetaML [22] and MetaOCaml [6] are general-purpose multi-stage languages that have been successfully
implemented and are freely available for download. These languages both use a functional language in the style of ML
as their base (either SML or OCaml). Metaphor however, is a multi-stage language created to apply the principles of
multi-stage programming to an imperative language. Metaphor combines the multi-stage type system of MetaOCaml
with the syntax and semantics of object-oriented languages like C# or Java. In doing so it is hoped that gains in the
abstraction and type-safety of code generation that have been realised in the functional setting can be repeated in a
mainstream object-oriented setting.
This paper reports on our experience on building the Metaphor language and compiler. It describes how an
imperative language and run-time environment have made multi-stage language implementation easier or more
difficult. Section 2 investigates issues affecting language design and Section 3 describes language implementation.
The Metaphor compiler is targeted at Microsoft’s Common Language Runtime (CLR) and is available for download.
http://plas.fit.qut.edu.au/metaphor/.
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2. Language design
Metaphor is an object-oriented language in the style of C# or Java that supports multi-stage programming. The
base language includes common object-oriented constructs such as classes, methods, and fields, as well the general
imperative programming constructs of assignment and control flow.
2.1. Basic staging
Metaphor uses the three classical staging constructs brackets, escape and run for supporting staged programming.
The brackets <|e|> quote a fragment of code to construct a code object; this delays the execution of e to a later stage.
Code objects have the parametric type Code<T> where T is the type of the quoted fragment. The escape operator,
written ~e, is used to splice code objects together into a larger code object. Finally the run operation is exposed as
a method on code objects, e.Run(). Below is a staged power function written in Metaphor. The function generates
code for computing xn specialised for a particular value of n by unrolling the while loop that would be used in the
unstaged version.
static Code<int> Power(Code<int> x, int n) {
Code<int> p = <|1|>;
while(n > 0) {
p = <|~p * ~x|>;
n = n - 1;
}
return p;
}
2.2. Statements and expressions
Functional languages typically have a simple syntactic structure comprising a single category, the expression, for all
evaluable code, which includes lambda expressions for defining functions. On the other hand, languages like C# and
Java have a complex syntactic structure for code divided into expressions, statements, methods and classes. Metaphor
inherits from these languages their complex syntax, but in order to avoid separate staging operators and types for each
syntactic category, the Metaphor language makes a few simplifications. Expressions and statements are unified into a
single category whereby statements become void expressions (cf. the use of the unit type for imperative operations in
ML languages). This leads to programs that are syntactically perverse (e.g., a while loop in a function call’s argument
list) but which nevertheless have fairly intuitive semantics.
The void type is not a first class type in C# because it can not be used to declare a variable or to instantiate a
generic type parameter. Therefore the code of void type cannot be written as an instantiation of the generic Code type
but rather as the non-generic type CodeVoid, which is intuitively equivalent to Code<void>.
The ability to generate code for a function is essential to the usefulness of multi-stage programming and this ability
is achieved rather elegantly in a functional language through the use of higher-order functions. Metaphor achieves
the same by borrowing from C# the features of delegates and anonymous functions. A delegate type is the object-
oriented equivalent to a named function type; delegate objects are instances of delegate types and are a special kind of
immutable object that refers to a function. Delegate objects are created either by pointing them to an existing method
or as a result of an anonymous function declaration. An anonymous function is like a lambda expression and is defined
by specifying the delegate keyword, a list of function parameters and a function body. The delegate type is inferred
from the context of the anonymous function, and the return type of function is then taken from the delegate type. An
anonymous function is a kind of expression and hence can be quoted by staging brackets, thus allowing the staging of
function definitions whilst eliminating for syntax to quote method definitions. Class definitions cannot be quoted or
staged in Metaphor.
In the following code, the first line declares a new delegate type Int2Int for functions that map integers to integers.
The Main function uses the Power function from above to generate a function for computing x3. The delegate power3
is then used to invoke the dynamic function.
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delegate int Int2Int(int x);
static void Main() {
Code<Int2Int> codePower3 =
<|delegate (int x) {
return ~Power(<|x|>, 3);
}|>;
Int2Int power3 = codePower3.Run();
int result = power3(2);
}
2.3. L-values and r-values
Not all expressions can be used on the left side of an assignment. Only particular expression (variables, object fields
and array elements) are assignable. Therefore since the escape operator can be used on the left side of an assignment
the type system must perform additional checking to ensure that the code being spliced in is assignable.
Unlike functional languages, imperative languages do not distinguish at the level of the type system between values
that are immutable and locations that are assignable. This works for strongly-typed imperative languages because
locations are not first-class in the sense that they can be used only with limited forms of abstraction (viz., cannot be
nested, cannot be returned from a function and, in Java, cannot be passed to a function). It is this fact that makes the
handling of locations in a multi-stage C#/Java language different fromML-style references in MetaOCaml. Imperative
language compilers internally differentiate between l-values which are assignable locations and r -values which are
not. By making this distinction explicit in the types of code objects, it is possible for the type system to enforce
the safety of left side assignment splicing. The type CodeRef<T> is a subtype of the regular code type Code<T>,
meaning that it can be used anywhere a code object can be used. Expressions that are capable of assignment are
given the assignable code type when they are quoted in brackets. The escape operator expects an assignable code
object when it is used as the right-hand side of an assignment or as a pass-by-reference actual parameter. This is
demonstrated in a more sophisticated version of the power function which calculates xn mod m.
class PowerGen {
int exponent, modulus;
Code<Int2Int> PowerModFun() {
return <|delegate (int x) {
int result = 1;
~PowerMod(<|result|>, <|x|>);
return result;
}|>;
}
CodeVoid PowerMod(CodeRef<int> result, CodeRef<int> x) {
CodeVoid p = <|;|>;
for(int n = exponent; n != 0; n /= 2) {
if(n % 2 == 1)
p = <|~p; ~result = ~result * ~x % modulus;|>;
p = <|~p; ~x = ~x * ~x % modulus;|>;
}
return p;
}
}
The method PowerMod takes two code parameters: result, a location to store the result of the calculation; and x,
the value of the base. Both these code objects have an assignable code type so they can be spliced as l-values. If these
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parameters had regular code types then a (compile-time) type error would occur when they are used as l-values in this
method. The local variable p is initialised to the code for the empty statement and is used to accumulate the statements
of the generated code. PowerMod returns a code object that will update the result location with the value of the power
operation. The method is used by PowerModFun to build an anonymous function that performs the specialised power
operation. If this class was used to generate a specialised power function for exponent 5 and modulus 17, then the
code return from PowerModFun would be
delegate (int x) {
int result = 1;
result = result * x % 17;
x = x * x % 17;
x = x * x % 17;
result = result * x % 17;
x = x * x % 17;
return result;
}
2.4. Open code
A common difficulty with the static typing of multi-stage programs is how to prevent open code (i.e., code
containing free variables) from being used in an invalid way. There are two situations where the invalid use of open
code should be prevented by the type system:
(1) in the use of run, e.g.,
<|delegate (Code<int> x) { return ~<|x|>.Run(); }|>}
(2) in the presence of side-effects—a problem known as scope extrusion [3,2], e.g.,
Code<int> x;
<|delegate (int y) { ~(x = <|y|>);|>
In MetaOCaml the first problem is handled by the environment classifier type system [4,21]. Solutions to the second
problem are an active area of research [3,17] and no solution has been implemented in the MetaOCaml compiler.
Currently MetaOCaml checks a code value for free variables before it is run to guard against scope extrusion. In
Metaphor, with the pervasiveness of reference cells and the lack of advanced parametric polymorphism and type
inference, these problems have been difficult to tackle. Currently Metaphor does not statically prevent either of these
problems and so resorts to a run-time check. Similar to MetaOCaml, when a code object is run a checking phase is
performed that will raise an exception if an out-of-scope variable is encountered.
2.5. Semantics of cross-stage persistence
Cross-stage persistence (CSP) is a novel feature of multi-stage languages that allows expressions to be evaluated at
an earlier stage and embedded as a constant value in the current stage. An interesting semantics question arises when
applying the implicit cross-stage persistence of variables in an imperative language. Intuitively all variables in an
imperative language are like mutable references in an impure functional language. However, when these variables are
cross-stage persisted should they be persisted by value or reference? In practice both semantics are useful in different
scenarios: value cross-stage persistence to introduce literals into compiled code as a form of code optimisation, and
reference cross-stage persistence to allow generated code to share data. The difference between the two semantics
is expressed in the following pieces of code. Should the Metaphor code be semantically analogous to the first
MetaOCaml code fragment which embeds the variable by reference or the second MetaOCaml code fragment which
embeds the variable by value?
bool x = false;
Code<bool> y = <|x|>;
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let x = ref false in
.<!x>.
let x = ref false in
let x’ = !x in .<x’>.
It is possible to express both semantics easily in MetaOCaml because it has an explicit dereference operation
(i.e., !) which allows the programmer to precisely control at what stage the variable is dereferenced (stage 1 for
reference cross-stage persistence or stage 0 for value cross-stage persistence). In Metaphor there is no syntax to
specify the dereference operation, hence there is no way to express both semantics.
To overcome this problem, Metaphor chooses to implement value cross-stage persistence because (i) it is the most
common semantics desired in practice, (ii) producing literals in compiled code is an important optimisation, and (iii)
reference cross-stage persistence can be emulated with value cross-stage persistence but not vice versa. Reference
semantics can be done by introducing a layer of indirection to the value using, say, a wrapper class or a singleton
array. (Arrays in Metaphor are always treated as reference objects.) For example, below is how reference cross-stage
persistence can be written by the programmer.
bool[] x = new bool[] { false };
Code<bool> y = <|x[0]|>;
x[0] = true;
bool z = y.Run(); // z == true
A singleton array is used to indirect access to the location. The object reference to the array itself is cross-
stage persisted in the generated code rather than the array element. Hence modifications to the array element will
be observed when the code is run.
With value CSP it is not valid to use a cross-stage persisted variable as an l-value (e.g., the target of an assignment)
because this would be equivalent to assignment to a literal. Therefore when type-checking assignment statements (at
levels greater than 0) the Metaphor compiler will reject this use of cross-stage persisted constants, as in the following
code.
bool x = false;
Code<bool> y = <|x = true|>; // error: cannot assign to x
2.6. Code persistence
In a typical multi-stage program a meta-program will generate an object-program and immediately run it. However,
in some scenarios it may be desirable to separate the execution of an object-program from its generating meta-program.
Traditional compilers operate by saving a compiled program to disk rather than executing the program immediately.
Therefore, it would be appropriate if a meta-program could do the same thing: i.e., save a code object instead of
running it. In a multi-stage, web-programming environment [11], a server/meta-program may generate and send an
object-program across a network to a client where it is executed.
These scenarios require a way for code to be persisted and separated from its meta-program. A code object in Meta-
phor can be persisted in one of two ways: in its uncompiled form as an AST, or in a compiled form as an executable
program file. Uncompiled code can be persisted using the standard serialisation functionality provided by the CLR.
Once persisted in this manner the original code object can be restored via deserialisation. Compiled code can be
persisted by using the Save method on code objects (like the Run method) that compiles the code object and saves an
executable program file to disk. This method takes a string parameter for the name of the file to save to. For example,
the following program will save the compiled object to the stand-alone program file HelloWorld.exe.
CodeVoid helloWorld = <|Console.WriteLine("Hello world!");|>;
helloWorld.Save("HelloWorld.exe");
Cross-stage persistence continues to work even when the meta- and object-programs execute in different processes
or on different machines, albeit with some limitations. Metaphor is the only multi-stage language with this feature,
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which it calls out-of-process cross-stage persistence, and its implementation is discussed in the next section. Out-
of-process cross-stage persistence is of use in mobile agent-like staged programs whereby the cross-stage persisted
object behaves like a network endpoint in the computation, similar to the locations from the nomadic data collector
example in MetaKlaim [7].
3. Language implementation
Metaphor is implemented on top of Microsoft’s Common Language Runtime (CLR)—an object-oriented, virtual
machine platform similar to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The CLR provides many features that have been useful in
the implementation of Metaphor: run-time code generation and loading, run-time type reflection for staged polytypic
programming [12], and object serialisation and remote method invocation for the treatment of cross-stage persistence
described in this paper. Being a multi-language platform, the CLR allows Metaphor programs to use and be used by
code in any CLR-supported language (e.g., C# or the OCaml derivative F# [18]), albeit with some reduction of type
information. The CLR executes a JIT-compiled, byte-code language called CIL which is the target language of the
Metaphor compiler.
3.1. Garbage collecting code
JIT compilation allows run-time code generators to avoid the difficulty of native code generation, but still enjoy the
performance of native code execution. However, JIT compilers are often developed without multi-stage programming
in mind and therefore they treat code as being permanent and static. In a multi-stage environment, code is the product
of run-time computation and must be handled like regular data values by a run-time system. Code produced by a meta-
program must become eligible for garbage collection when it can no longer be used, otherwise a meta-program that
is continually generating code will run out of memory. In a multi-stage run-time system, dynamic code typical exists
in three forms: as an AST of the multi-stage language, as byte-code generated by the language’s run construct, and
as native code produced by the JIT compiler. Garbage collection of code in the first form is handled by the standard
garbage collector of the run-time environment. Garbage collection of code in the third and possibly second form,
depending on the implementation of the JIT, requires a run-time system aware of the dynamic nature of code.
The JIT compilers for OCaml [16] and the JVM cannot completely handle the garbage collection requirements of
multi-stage languages. However, the CLR does support a mode of run-time code generation that allows code to be
garbage collected when it is no longer needed. The Metaphor compiler exploits this feature to create a fully garbage-
collected, multi-stage run-time environment.
3.2. In-process cross-stage persistence
The implementation of cross-stage persistence for primitive values (numbers, booleans, strings, null) is trivial as
there are specific CIL instructions for loading these values. However, cross-stage persisting a whole object is more
complicated as an object cannot be embedded in CIL, unlike primitive values. Instead the compiled code must access
the object at its location on the heap.
In a memory managed environment like the CLR it is not possible to emit a constant memory address for the
object in the compiled code because the run-time’s garbage collector may relocate the object in memory. Pinning is
a technique that can be used to tell the garbage collector not to relocate a particular object. Pinned objects could be
used to implement cross-stage persistence, but the CLR only allows pinning of an arbitrary object for the lifetime of
a call stack frame. Therefore, because in Metaphor it is possible to return a code object from a function, this solution
is not sufficient.
The solution adopted by Metaphor is to treat cross-stage persisted objects in a similar way to captured variables
in a closure. When a code object is compiled its cross-staged persisted objects are identified and added to the closure
environment of the compiled function generated for the code object. The run operation is responsible for constructing
the closure with the cross-staged persisted objects needed by the generated code. The objects propagate from the
run closure to the closures for individual functions in the generated code. To illustrate how this works consider the
two semantically equivalent code fragments below. The former runs a code object containing a cross-stage persisted
object. The latter forms a closure containing a captured variable. The run operation in the former code fragment will
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compile the code object similar to how the latter fragment is compiled, whereby the cross-staged persisted object is
passed to the generated code via a closure environment.
object obj = ...;
Func f = <|delegate () { return obj; }|>.Run();
object obj = ...;
Func f = delegate () { return obj; };
Passing cross-stage persisted objects through closures is superior to accessing them from a global store of objects
as it does not introduce any complications to the garbage collection process. If a global store was used then special
care would need to be taken to ensure cross-stage persisted objects are collected properly. With the closure approach,
however, references to cross-stage persisted objects are released automatically when dynamically generated code is
garbage collected.
3.3. Out-of-process cross-stage persistence
The kind of cross-stage persistence discussed in the previous subsection and the cross-stage persistence used in
other multi-stage languages could be referred to as in-process cross-stage persistence because both the meta- and
object-programs execute in the same operating system process. This fact is crucial to the implementation of in-
process cross-stage persistence since it allows the object-program to directly access cross-stage persisted objects
in the memory space of the meta-program.
Metaphor’s ability to persist code objects complicates its implementation of cross-stage persistence. A persisted
object-program may execute in a different process (or possibly machine) to its meta-program, and its meta-program
may or may not still be running. In order to maintain cross-stage persistence, all cross-stage persisted objects in a
saved object-program need to be externalised from their actual instances in the meta-program.
The problem of inter-process communication of objects is by no means specific to multi-stage programming, and
the CLR (and also the JVM) already provides considerable support for solving this problem. In the CLR, objects
are marshalled between processes either through serialisation (the object is serialised in the source process and
deserialised in the destination process) or remote object access (the destination process accesses the object in the
source process via some inter-process communication mechanism, such as TCP sockets). The programmer specifies
attributes on a class definition to tell the CLR if objects of that class can be marshalled and what marshalling method
to use. The marshalling of objects is then performed by the CLR transparent to the programmer.
Code objects are saved in uncompiled form by using the CLR to serialise a code object. This process will
automatically pick up and marshal any cross-stage persisted objects that may occur in the code object. When a code
object is compiled and saved to disk, the result of marshalling all the cross-stage persisted objects is stored in the
program file as an embedded resource. Initialisation code that will un-marshal the objects when the saved program
is executed is also generated and added to the program file. Cross-staged persisted objects are stored and accessed in
global variables of the object-program. For example, the following program compiles and saves a code object with a
cross-stage persisted object, Foo, which is to be marshalled by serialisation.
[Serializable] class Foo {
void Bar();
}
static void Main() {
Foo foo = new Foo();
<|foo.Bar();|>.Save("tmp.exe");
}
The compiled program saved from the code above will be similar to the code below. The static constructor for the
class Program deserialises the cross-stage persisted object and stores it in the static field csp001. The Run method
contains the compiled code from the code object that was saved.
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Type Run Save
primitive primitive primitive
marshallable in-process out-of-process
not marshallable in-process error
Fig. 1. Summary of cross-stage persistence implementation methods.
class Program {
static Program() {
csp001 = /*deserialise CSP object*/;
}
static Foo csp001;
static int Run() {
return csp001.Bar();
}
}
Cross-staged persisted objects that cannot be marshalled (i.e., neither by serialisation or remote object access) will
cause a run-time exception to be thrown when the code object is saved. Note that a code object can still be Run if it
contains non-marshallable objects as this would use in-process cross-stage persistence. Fig. 1 summarises what cross-
stage persistence implementation (primitive, in-process or out-of-process) is used to persist objects according to their
type (primitive, marshallable or non-marshallable).
An issue with saved code concerns the use of dynamic module linking. If an object-program uses types or code
from other modules, such as the meta-program’s module or its dependencies, then these modules must be available
when the persisted object-program is loaded or executed. Hence it falls on the programmer or user to transport modules
a persisted and relocated object-program may depend on.
4. Related work
The language Metaphor was inspired from the multi-stage languages MetaML [22,19] and MetaOCaml [6,5].
Metaphor uses the multi-stage type system that was developed in MetaML and also used in MetaOCaml. The design
of MetaML speculated on an idea of cross-platform portability [23] – a concept similar to out-of-process cross-stage
persistence in Metaphor – but it was not included in the development of MetaML. Metaphor and MetaOCaml are
similar in that they both try to apply the multi-stage language theory developed in MetaML to compiled languages
with a byte-code target. Their chief difference lies in the imperative versus functional nature of their base languages.
An imperative setting does not alter the essence of multi-stage programming because in Metaphor code objects are
still functional in the sense that they are parametrically typed, have immutable values and can only be built via
composition.
Multi-stage languages themselves have their origins in multi-level languages used to annotate programs for partial
evaluation [8,9]. JSpec [15] is a partial evaluator for Java and JUST [14] is an automatic program specialiser for Java.
These systems are capable of generating specialised versions of classes, which is something that is not possible in
Metaphor as it cannot generate new classes.
Several meta-programming language extensions exist for Java such as Jumbo [10], for run-time code generation;
Meta-AspectJ [25], for source code generation; and JTS [1], for domain-specific language implementation. These
languages are similar to Metaphor in that they facilitate the task of generating code in an imperative, object-oriented
language. Moreover, they do this by treating code as first-class values – which can be passed and returned to and from
methods – and by providing a quasi-quotation mechanism for constructing and combining code values. Jumbo is most
like Metaphor as it is designed for run-time code generation and is not implemented by invoking the Java compiler
to compile generated code. The other languages and also systems like OpenJava [24] are designed for the “offline”
generation of source code that is then fed to the standard Java compiler. There are, however, significant differences
between Metaphor and these languages in terms of what kind of code they can generate and what level of safety they
provide in the generation process.
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Feature JTS Jumbo Meta-AspectJ MetaOCaml Metaphor
Imperative language yes yes yes no yes
Run-time code gen. no yes no yes yes
Code unit class class class λ expr. stmt./expr.
Static type check no no syntactic structure mostly mostly
Dynamic type check uses javac yes yes imperative effects run & imperative ef-
fects
Stages 2 2 2 multi multi
CSP no no no yes yes
Name abstraction yes yes yes no no
Name capture no yes yes no no
Fig. 2. Meta-programming language comparison.
The languages cited above allow the generation of whole class declarations as opposed to Metaphor which only
generates statements and expressions (however, expressions in Metaphor include inline (or anonymous) method
declarations). As these systems work on the full language syntax, they find it necessary to use a different kind of
quote and escape operators for each syntactic category (e.g., statements, classes, methods), although these are usually
inferred in Meta-AspectJ and are not specified by the programmer. The need for different kinds of quote and escape
operators was further avoided in Metaphor by our design decision to unify statements and expression (i.e., treat
statements as expressions of type void) and by the multi-stage type system that identifies the use of cross-stage
persisted values.
None of the Java meta-programming languages mentioned perform full, static type-checking of generated code
as is done in Metaphor and other multi-stage languages. In other words, they do not have the multi-stage typing
property that every type-correct meta-program only generates type-correct object programs. Jumbo performs a run-
time type-checking phase on generated code immediately before it is compiled, JTS relies on the Java compiler to do
type-checking and Meta-AspectJ uses a type system that will statically prevent syntax errors in generated code.
Aside from type-safety, these languages also differ from Metaphor in that they are only two-level, do not support
cross-stage persistence (except on primitive values) and – with the exception of JTS – have no support for preventing
inadvertent variable capture. These languages also have an ability, known as name abstraction, to reify names of
types, variables, etc. as first-class values which can be used in code generation, whereas Metaphor does not support
this feature.
A summary of the differences between these meta-programming languages is given in Fig. 2. Many of these
differences arise from a fundamental difference these languages take in their approach to meta-programming. Many
imperative meta-programming languages are designed as a way for writing a program to write code. In this scenario,
requirements such as expressive code generation, printing generated code and fine control over syntax are important.
For this reason these languages tend not to have a fully-static type system, lack cross-stage persistence and support
name abstraction. Conversely, multi-stage languages are designed as manual partial evaluation systems, or in other
words, a means of controlling the order of evaluation of a program. In this scenario, static typing and cross-stage
persistence are natural requirements implied by the staging of a program (i.e., the introduction of staging should
not break type-safety nor restrict access to values). Also, name abstraction is not really relevant in the multi-stage
approach as specific names are not important because programs are considered equivalent with respect to renaming.
DynJava [13] is another meta-programming language extension for Java that has a static type system to prevent
errors in generated code. However, the language is not multi-stage and does not support cross-stage persistence on all
values.
5. Conclusion
The language Metaphor is a multi-stage programming extension to a C#-like language, implemented as a prototype
compiler targeting the CLR. This paper has highlighted some of the issues a language designer faced in applying
multi-stage programming concepts from their previously exclusive domain of functional languages to an imperative
language. Issues arose from the differing syntactic structure of C#, the pervasive of imperative references, and the
memory management capabilities of the underlying virtual machine. All issues were successfully addressed with the
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exception of scope extrusion which still proves an elusive problem. By exploiting functionality of the CLR, Metaphor
provides two novel features: the garbage collection of dynamic code and the persistence of code objects.
In bringing multi-stage programming to a C#/Java-like language, Metaphor offers a new approach to object-
oriented meta-programming and run-time code generation. Multi-stage programming improves existing approaches
in this area because of its type-safety, abstraction building power and sound formal basis.
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